
Alliance webinar “NORM in aquatic systems” keynote.

Although the majority of already known NORM have been identified as solids, NORM also may occur either in the liquid

form as formation or process water, leakages, seepage or may be dissolved in meteoric water. Investigations on operating

industries demonstrate that liquid NORM may be easily dispersed and affect a larger area than solids, including a potential

to cause impacts at great distances from discharge points. Investigations on their further fate are complex and often must

be accomplished from the perspective of subsequent processes, leading to either radionuclide accumulation, or dilution,

and any kind of related slurry, silt, sludge etc., and derived sediments including submerged riverine or marine tailings. Often

NORM again is released in a liquid form from previously created solids as leakages, seepages etc. and the loop is closed. In

addition, comparing with the terrestrial environment, aquatic ecosystems create more conducive chemical as well as

physical environment for radionuclides mobilisation and migration, hence overall situation evaluation is additionally

complicated by usually observed lack of equilibrium in natural decay series. Furthermore, a wide range of natural

radionuclides activity concentrations have been observed in aquatic biota under normal conditions which makes it difficult

to identify direct NORM impact and extrapolate information beyond specific sites.

Undeniably, all the above factors justify a problem and a need for the appropriate evaluation of NORM behaviour in

aquatic systems as extremely important. The main objective of this webinar is just to inspire Alliance members in searching

a new research priorities as well as to identify of potential research topics to be included in frame of open call organised by

“Pianoforte” - Partnership for European research in radiation protection and detection of ionising radiation: towards a safer

use and improved protection of the environment and human health, the project just started in frame of EURATOM research

and training programme.
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